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I. Objectives

The objective of the research effort is to integrate fluid and heat transfer studies in a heated transonic turbine cascade in order to develop a better understanding of the complex flow physics involved in the coupling of the fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena in an unsteady flowfield. To that end, detailed, time-resolved aerodynamic and heat transfer measurements are taken in the experiments. Unsteady passing shock is generated in a shock tube and introduced into the test section of the cascade to simulate the shock wave passage similar to an actual turbine environment.

The research will allow determination of the magnitude of heat flux increase due to shock passing, and will provide further insight as to how shock wave in a highly loaded transonic turbine blade may adversely affect the heat transfer.

II. Progress

The heated transonic turbine cascade tunnel was thoroughly checked out and shown to have good flow characteristics. A single passing shock, generated from a shock tube, was successfully introduced into the test section. A new generation of high-response heat flux gauge was used in the experiment to document the passage of the shock in the blades, as well as the reflection of the shock and its interaction with the boundary layer. Additional measurements included high frequency Kulite pressure transducers, shadowgraphs and hot-wire sensors. A comprehensive flow picture with focus on the influence of the shock wave on the local heat transfer rate is being developed.

III. Results

A shock wave is generated from a shock tube and is introduced into the test section of the cascade. The specific goal of this experiment is to track the shock movement and correlate with peaks in heat flux and pressure using flow shadowgraphs. This will allow the determination of heat flux increase due to different orientation and strength of the shock passing. The series of shadowgraphs were used to monitor the shock progression, as shown in Fig. 1. Based on this shock progress sequence, a videotape was made to aid in visualizing the process. Four heat flux microsensors (HFM) and four Kulite high frequency pressure transducers were used in one blade passage to capture the shock motion. The locations of these sensors were shown in Fig. 1. Measurements obtained from the HFM and the Kulites were shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.

Work is continuing to track the shock movement and correlate that with peaks in heat flux and pressure measured on the blade surface. A numerical model is being developed to calculate the effect of moving shock on the boundary layer heat transfer.

IV. Transitions

Vatell Corp

As part of the Virginia Tech research project from AFOSR, Vatell Corporation has sputtered thin-film Heat Flux Microsensors directly into the anodized surface of aluminum gas turbine blade models. With a thickness less than 2μm, these sensors offer negligible disruption of the fluid flow or heat transfer. The sensors measure both heat flux and temperature at the blade surface.

Heat flux is measured using the output of 100 nickel-nichrome thermocouple pairs arranged as a differential thermopile across a thin thermal resistance layer. The voltage output is directly proportional to the heat flux and has a flat frequency response from dc to above 100 kHz. Surface temperature is measured with an adjacent thin-film resistance element.

The development of the Heat Flux Microsensor has been a six-year cooperative venture between Virginia Tech and the Vatell Corporation. This application is a major step towards the ultimate goal of
applying these sensors directly to blades in operating gas turbines. Vatell Corporation currently markets Heat Flux Microsensors produced in its new Thermateq laboratory facility in Blacksburg VA.

General Electric Aircraft Engines

Interaction with GEAE has continued with comparison of experimental results in the cascade facility at Virginia Tech with the GEAE predicted turbine blade performance. Two important characteristics that have been measured are the loss coefficients and heat transfer coefficients under transonic conditions as experienced in engines. Heat transfer coefficients match well under low turbulence conditions. Work is continuing to compare more realistic higher turbulence conditions.

An additional reason for the industry interest is the performance of the heat flux instrumentation, which has potential application in rotating test rigs and eventually in actual engines, GEAE would like to build confidence in the instrumentation in our stationary cascade for use in these more demanding tests.

Part of the concern with any heat flux instrumentation is the lack of appropriate calibration standards for heat flux sensors. T. E. Diller of Virginia Tech is spearheading a national effort to work with NIST to establish standards for convective heat flux.
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